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PrIter: A Distributed Framework for Prioritizing
Iterative Computations
Yanfeng Zhang, Qixin Gao, Lixin Gao, Fellow, IEEE, Cuirong Wang
Abstract—Iterative computations are pervasive among data analysis applications, including Web search, online social network
analysis, recommendation systems, and so on. These applications typically involve data sets of massive scale. Fast convergence
of the iterative computations on the massive data set is essential for these applications. In this paper, we explore the
opportunity for accelerating iterative computations by prioritization. Instead of performing computations on all data points without
discrimination, we prioritize the computations that help convergence the most, so that the convergence speed of iterative process
is signiﬁcantly improved. We develop a distributed computing framework, PrIter, which supports the prioritized execution of
iterative computations. PrIter either stores intermediate data in memory for fast convergence or stores intermediate data in ﬁles
for scaling to larger data sets. We evaluate PrIter on a local cluster of machines as well as on Amazon EC2 Cloud. The results
show that PrIter achieves up to 50x speedup over Hadoop for a series of iterative algorithms. In addition, PrIter is shown better
performance for iterative computations than other state-of-the-art distributed frameworks such as Spark and Piccolo.
Index Terms—PrIter, prioritized iteration, iterative algorithms, MapReduce, distributed framework.
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I NTRODUCTION

Iterative computations are common in myriad of data
mining algorithms. PageRank [2], as a well-known
iterative algorithm, has been widely used in Web
search engines. Other iterative algorithms such as Adsorption [3] and Expected Hitting Time [4] are applied
to the problem domains such as link prediction [4]
and recommendation systems [5]. In computational
biology, iterative algorithms such as K-means clustering algorithm [6] have been adopted in classifying a large collection of data. The massive amount
of data involved in these applications exacerbates
the need for a computing cloud and a distributed
framework that supports fast iterative computation.
MapReduce [7], which powered cloud computing, is
such a framework that supports data processing of
massive scale. Dryad/DryadLINQ [8], [9], Hadoop
[10], Pig [11], Hive [12], and Pregel [13] have been
proposed as well. In particular, all of the previously
proposed frameworks assume that the iterative update is equally important for all data points.
However, in reality, selectively processing some
portions of the data ﬁrst has the potential of accelerating the iterative process, rather than simply
performing a series of iterations over all the data.
Some of the data points play an important decisive
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role in determining the ﬁnal converged outcome. By
giving an execution priority to some of the data,
the iterative process can potentially converge fast.
For example, the well-known shortest path algorithm,
Dijkstra’s algorithm, greedily expands the node with
the shortest distance ﬁrst. This will not only derive the
shortest distance for all nodes fast but also be able
to quickly return the nearest nodes. Unfortunately,
neither MapReduce nor any existing distributed computing framework provides the support of prioritized
execution.
In this paper, we demonstrate the potential of prioritized execution for iterative computations with a
broad set of algorithms. This motivates the desire of
a general priority-based distributed computing framework. We design and implement PrIter, a distributed
framework, that supports the prioritized execution
of iterative computations. To realize prioritized execution, PrIter allows users to explicitly specify the
priority value of each processing data point. PrIter
allows either to store data in memory for better performance or to store data in ﬁles for better scalability. In
addition, PrIter is designed to support load balancing
and fault tolerance so as to accommodate diverse
distributed environments.
To evaluate the performance of PrIter, we run a
series of well-known algorithms including PageRank
on Amazon EC2 Cloud [14] as well as on a local
cluster. Our experimental results show that PrIter signiﬁcantly speeds up the convergence of the iterative
computations, which achieves up to 50x speedup over
the implementations with Hadoop. Furthermore, we
show the effectiveness of prioritization by comparing
PrIter with prioritized execution and that without
prioritized execution. The results show that PrIter
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with prioritization achieves 2x-8x speedup over that
without prioritization. In addition, the ﬁle-based PrIter is shown to have competitive performance, which
is only 2 times slower than the memory-based PrIter,
but it can scale to much larger data sets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we illustrate the beneﬁt of prioritized iteration through two example algorithms. Section 3
presents the system design of PrIter, which maintains
intermediate data in memory. In Section 4, we extend
PrIter to maintain intermediate data in ﬁles, so that
it is able to scale to much larger data sets. The
experiment results are shown in Section 5, followed
by a survey of related work in Section 6. Finally,
we conclude the paper in Section 7. Comparing to
the conference version [1], this paper improves the
scalability of PrIter by proposing ﬁle-based PrIter and
adds more experimental results.

2

M OTIVATING E XAMPLES

In this section, we describe two well-known iterative
algorithms that beneﬁt from the prioritized execution.
More motivating examples can be found in Section 1
of the supplementary ﬁle.
2.1

Single Source Shortest Path

Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) is a classical problem that derives the shortest distance from a source
node s to all other nodes in a graph. Formally, given a weighted, directed or undirected graph G =
(V, E, W ), where V is the set of nodes, E is the set
of edges, and W (i, j) is a positive weight of the edge
from node i to node j. The shortest distance from the
source node s to a node j can be computed iteratively
as follows:



D(k) (j) = min D(k−1) (j), min D(k−1) (i)+W (i, j) ,
i

where k is the iteration number, and i is an incoming neighbor of node j. Initially, D(0) (s) = 0, and
D(0) (j) = ∞ for any node j other than s.
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Fig. 1. A single source shortest path example.
Although the iterative computation can be easily
implemented in a distributed environment, it potentially has the drawback of performing more computations than necessary. For example, in Figure 1, it is
more likely that the shortest path from s to j is the
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path via i2 than that via i1 . However, in the iterative
computation, it explores both paths simultaneously.
In contrast, Dijkstra’s algorithm selectively picks the
node with the shortest distance to expand. In fact,
the path via i1 would not be explored if the path
via i2 is shorter than 100. Therefore, the iterative
algorithm performs more computation than necessary
if nodes are expanded hop by hop. In order to reduce the unnecessary computations, we propose to
perform iterative computation with a priority. That
is, the nodes with smaller distance values are given a
priority for letting them expand or perform iterative
computations ﬁrst. In a distributed environment, each
machine will select the nodes to expand according to
the priority values. Formally, the prioritized SSSP can
be described by the MapReduce programming model
as follows:
Map: Compute D(i) + W (i, j) for node i, send the
result to its neighboring node j.
Reduce: Select the minimum value among node j’s
current D(j) and all the results received by j, and
update D(j) with the minimum value.
Priority: Node j is eligible for the next map operation
only if D(j) has changed since the last map operation
on j. Priority is given to the node j with smaller value
of D(j).
2.2

PageRank and Personalized PageRank

PageRank and Personalized PageRank are popular
algorithms initially proposed for ranking web pages.
Later on, these algorithms have found a wide range of
applications, such as link prediction [4], [15]. PageRank ranks web pages by performing a random walk
on the web linkage graph. Formally, the web linkage
graph is a graph where the node set V is the set of
web pages, and there is an edge from node i to node
j if there is a hyperlink from page i to page j. Let
W be a column-normalized matrix that represents the
web linkage graph. That is, W (j, i) = 1/deg(i) (where
deg(i) is the outdegree of node i) if there is a link from
i to j, otherwise, W (j, i) = 0. Thus, the PageRank
vector R with each entry indicating a page’s ranking
score can be computed iteratively as follows:
R(k) = dW R(k−1) + (1 − d)E,

(1)

where k is the iteration number, d is the damping
factor, and E is a size-|V | vector with each entry being
1
|V | . The PageRank vector converges to
R(∞) =

∞


(1 − d)dl W l E.

(2)

l=0

Note that R(∞) does not depend on the initial PageRank vector R(0) .
Personalized PageRank differs from PageRank only
at vector E. In Personalized PageRank, E indicates the
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personal preferences, in which only the entries representing the personally preferred pages are non-zero.
Below we will focus on discussing the prioritized
iteration for PageRank. However, similar argument
follows for Personalized PageRank.
In order to illustrate the beneﬁt from prioritized
iteration, we ﬁrst present an alternate iterative computation for PageRank, referred to as Incremental PageRank that derives the same vector as PageRank:
(k)

(k−1)

ΔRinc = dW ΔRinc
(k)

(k−1)

Rinc = Rinc
(0)

(3)

(k)

+ ΔRinc ,

(0)

where ΔRinc = Rinc = (1−d)E. Note that both PageRank and Incremental PageRank converge to the same
ranking vector as shown in Equation 2. Therefore,
Incremental PageRank can be used for computing
PageRank scores.
Furthermore, the Incremental PageRank update can
be executed selectively. That is, the update function
does not have to be performed by all nodes concurrently. In each iteration, only a selected subset
of nodes perform the update function instead. To
differentiate the “iteration” used in selective update
from the “iteration” used in concurrent update, we
refer to an “iteration” used in selective update as a
subpass.
Let S k denote the subset of nodes in V that are
activated to perform the update function at subpass
k. Selective Incremental PageRank updates the ranking
score as follows.
(k)

(k−1)

ΔRsel = ΔRsel
(k)
Rsel
(0)

=

(k−1)

(V − S k ) + dW ΔRsel

(k−1)
Rsel
(0)

+

(S k )

(k−1)
dW ΔRsel (S k ),
(k−1)

(4)

where ΔRsel = Rsel = (1 − d)E. ΔRsel (S k ) is a
vector with only nodes in S k being accounted for and
(k−1)
all the other entries being 0, while ΔRsel (V − S k ) is
a vector with only nodes in V − S k retaining their
(k−1)
ΔRsel
and all the other entries being 0. That is,
once being activated, the nodes in S k use their ΔRsel
(k)
(k)
to update ΔRsel and Rsel , after that they reset their
ΔRsel to be 0. In Section 2.1 of the supplementary ﬁle,
we have shown that as long as each node is activated
an inﬁnite number of times, Selective Incremental
PageRank will converge to the same PageRank vector
as Incremental PageRank.
The selective computation of PageRank indicates
that the prioritized execution of iterative computations is feasible. Now, we show how to determine the
priority and the beneﬁt of the prioritized execution.
For the ease of argument, we use L1-Norm distance
(k)
between the current subpass’s PageRank vector Rsel
(∞)
and the converged PageRank vector Rsel to quantify
the closeness to convergence. As shown in Equation
(k)
(4), each entry of Rsel is monotonic nondecreasing as

(k)

k increases. Therefore, the bigger ||Rsel ||1 is, the closer
(k)
Rsel is to the converged PageRank vector. Since W is
(k)
(k−1)
a column normalized matrix, ||Rsel ||1 = ||Rsel ||1 +
(k−1)
d||ΔRsel (S k )||1 . Accordingly, node i in S k with its
(k−1)
(k−1)
ΔRsel (i) contributes dΔRsel (i) for shortening the
(k−1)
(∞)
distance between Rsel and Rsel . Hence, the larger
(k−1)
ΔRsel (i) contributes more for the convergence of
(k−1)
(∞)
Rsel towards Rsel .
∗
Let S
denote a subset of nodes that
mini∈S ∗ ΔRsel (i) ≥ maxi∈V −S ∗ ΔRsel (i). Prioritized
Incremental
PageRank
performs
the
iterative
computation as shown in Equation (4), which is
always selecting nodes in S ∗ to activate in each
subpass but ignoring the nodes in V − S ∗ . That is,
in order to accelerate the PageRank computation,
the nodes in S ∗ , a subset of nodes with bigger
ΔRsel , are activated in each subpass. Furthermore,
Prioritized Incremental PageRank converges to the
same PageRank vector as Incremental PageRank (see
the proof in Section 2.2 of the supplementary ﬁle).
Formally, we describe Prioritized Incremental
PageRank using the MapReduce programming model
as follows.
Map: Compute dΔR(i)W (i, j) for node i, send the
result to its neighboring node j, and reset ΔR(i) to
be 0.
Reduce: Compute ΔR(j) by summing node j’s current ΔR(j) and all the results received by j, and
update R(j) = R(j) + ΔR(j).
Priority: Node j is eligible for the next map operation
only if ΔR(j) > 0. Priority is given to the node with
a larger value of ΔR.

3

P R I TER D ESIGN

In this section, we propose PrIter, a distributed framework for prioritized iterative computations, which
is implemented based on Hadoop MapReduce [10].
First, we describe the requirements of a framework
that supports prioritized iterative computations.
1) The framework needs to support iterative processing. Iterative algorithms perform the same
computation in each iteration, and the state from
the previous iteration has to be passed to the
next iteration efﬁciently.
2) The framework needs to support state maintenance across iterations. In MapReduce, only the
previous iteration’s result is needed for the next
iteration’s computation, while in PrIter the intermediate iteration state should be maintained
across iterations due to the selective update
operations.
3) The framework needs to support prioritized execution. That is, an efﬁcient selection of the high
priority data should be provided.
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Fig. 2. Iterative processing structure.
PrIter provides the functionalities of iterative processing (Section 3.1), state maintenance (Section 3.2),
prioritized execution (Section 3.3), and online top-k
query (Section 3.4). PrIter also supports termination
check (Section 3.1 of the supplementary ﬁle), load
balancing and fault-tolerance (Section 3.2 of the supplementary ﬁle). We describe PrIter’s API and show
a representative PageRank implementation example
with PrIter in Section 4 of the supplementary ﬁle.
3.1

Iterative Processing

PrIter incorporates the support of iMapReduce [16]
for iterative processing. Iterative process performs the
same operation in each iteration, and the output of
the previous iteration is passed to the next iteration as the input. iMapReduce following MapReduce
paradigm directly passes the reduce output to the
map for the next iteration, rather than writing output
to distributed ﬁle system (DFS). Figure 2 shows the
overall iterative processing structure.
We separate the data ﬂow into two sub data ﬂows
according to their variability features, including the
static data ﬂow and the state data ﬂow. The static
data (e.g., the graph structure) keeps unchanged over
iterations, which is used in the map function for
exchanging information between neighboring nodes.
While the state data (e.g., the iterated shortest distance
or the PageRank score) is updated every iteration,
which indicates the node state. The static graph data
and the initial state data are partitioned and preloaded
to workers, and the framework will join the static data
with the state data before map operation.
Under the modiﬁed MapReduce framework, we can
focus on updating the state data through map and
reduce functions on the key-value pairs. Each key
represents a node id, and the associated value is the
node state that is updated every iteration (e.g., the
PageRank score of a webpage). In addition, each node
has information that is static across iterations (e.g.,
the node linkage information), which is also indexed
by node ids (nid). A hash function F applied on the
keys/nodes is used to split the static graph data and
the initial node state data evenly into n partitions
according to pid = F (nid, n), where pid is a partition
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id. These partitions are assigned to different workers
by the master. Each worker can hold one or more
partitions.
A map task with map task id pid is assigned
for processing partition pid, and the map output
key, value/node, state pairs are shufﬂed to the
reduce tasks according to the same hash function,
rid = F (nid, n), where rid is the reduce task id and
n is the number of reduce tasks. (Note that, PrIter
requires the number of reduce tasks to be equal to
the number of map tasks.) Accordingly, a reduce task
is connected to the map task with the same task id
pid in the same worker, by which we establish a
local reduce-to-map connection. The reduce merges
the results from various maps to update a node’s state,
and its output node, state pairs are directed to the
connected map as the map’s input. By using the same
hash function F (nid, n) for partitioning and shufﬂing,
a node’s static data (e.g., neighbors in the web graph)
and its dynamic state are always joined in the same
map task. Therefore, a paired map and reduce tasks
always operate on the same subset of keys/nodes. We
refer to the paired map/reduce task as MRPair. These
tasks are persistent tasks that keep alive during the
entire iterative process and maintain the intermediate
iteration state. In summary, each MRPair performs
the iterative computation on a data partition, and
the necessary information exchange between MRPairs
occurs during the maps-to-reduces shufﬂing.
3.2

State Maintenance

Each MRPair is assigned with a subset of keys/nodes,
whose values/states are maintained locally. (Note that
one or more ﬁne-grained MRPairs could be assigned
to a worker for load balancing which is described
in Section 3.2 of the supplementary ﬁle.) During the
iterative process, a key/node’s value/state is updated
after an iteration. That is, the value/state for each
key/node should be maintained across iterations. To
ensure fast access to the value/state, we design a
StateTable at the reduce side that is implemented with
an in-memory hash table.
In the context of incremental update (opposed to
concurrent update in traditional iterative computations), two types of state should be maintained. The
ﬁrst is the iterative state or iState, which is used for the
iterative computation. The second is the cumulative
state or cState indicating a node’s state, which is accumulated from all the previous iterations. For example,
in the SSSP algorithm (Section 2.1), the iState for node
j is the shortest distance received from j’s neighbors
that have not been used for updating j’s shortest
distance, while the cState is the accumulated shortest
distance for node j, which will be updated only if
its iState is smaller than it. In PageRank (Section 2.2),
the iState for page j is ΔR(j) that is the incremental
PageRank score, while the cState is R(j) that is the
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Fig. 3. Data ﬂow in a PrIter MRPair.
accumulated PageRank score. The key reason behind
the separation of the two types of state is for supporting the incremental update. When performing an
incremental update, we not only perform the iterative
computation on the records to update their iterative
state, but also need to maintain their accumulated
state during iterations. Accordingly, two ﬁelds of the
StateTable are designed to maintain the iState and the
cState, which are indexed by node id.
In MapReduce, the output key, value pairs of
various maps are sorted according to the natural order
of keys, then the reduce function is performed on the
grouped key, values list pair. However, since the
StateTable supports random access, it is not necessary
to perform sort between the map and reduce in PrIter,
so that we eliminate the sort phase, which can significantly improve performance [17]. Moreover, we start
the reduce operation immediately upon receiving a
map’s output. In other words, the “reduce” function
is applied on key, value rather than key, values list.
It updates the corresponding entry in the StateTable
according to a received value, rather than performing
a reduce function on all the received values associated
with the same key. We replace the reduce function by
an UpdateState function, which updates the iState and
the cState in the StateTable.
In summary, the StateTable stores the state information of each node. The state is updated every iteration
by an UpdateState function, which takes map’s output
key, value pairs as input. Users can specify the
update rules to achieve their goals.
3.3

Prioritized Execution

In order to perform prioritized execution, PrIter labels
each node with a priority value that is speciﬁed by
users. The priority information of each node is also
maintained in the StateTable. During the update of
node state, instead of a pass over the entire StateTable
as an iteration, a pass through a selected subset as
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a subpass is performed based on the entries’ priority
values. A number of nodes with larger priority values
are selected for the map operation in the next subpass.
Since each MRPair holds only a subset of nodes, the
priority value is compared among the nodes residing
in the same MRPair instead of a global comparison
across workers.
Figure 3 shows the data ﬂow in a MRPair. The
StateTable is updated in each subpass based on the
output of the UpdateState function. The priority value
is determined by function DecidePriority, which is for
users to specify each node’s execution priority taking
account of the state information. For example, in SSSP,
the priority value is the negative value of the cState
(i.e., the shortest distance), while in PageRank, the
priority value is exactly the same value as the iState
(i.e., ΔR). Upon the receipt of all maps’ output, a
priority queue containing the node, iState pairs with
higher priority values is extracted from the StateTable
for feeding the paired map in the next subpass. After a
node is decided to be enqueued, its iState and its node
id are copied in the priority queue, and accordingly
its iState in the StateTable is reset.
The size of the priority queue demonstrates the
trade-off between the gain from the prioritized execution and the cost from the queue extraction. Setting
it too long may degrade the effect of prioritization. In
the extreme case that the queue size is the same size
as the StateTable, there is no priority in the iterative
computation. On the other hand, setting the queue too
short may lead to frequent subpasses and as result
incurs considerable overhead for the frequent queue
extractions. (Discussion of the optimal queue size can
be found in Section 4 of the supplementary ﬁle.) However, the prioritized iteration is shown to improve the
performance over a wide range of queue size settings
as shown in Section 6.4 of the supplementary ﬁle.
Once the queue size q is given, PrIter should extract
the top q nodes with the highest priority values
in each subpass. Sorting the whole StateTable can
be expensive and time consuming. In practice, it is
unnecessary to extract the exact q top priority nodes.
PrIter approximates the top records by a sampling
method shown in Algorithm 1. The idea of this heuristic is that, the distribution of the priority values in a
small samples set reﬂects the distribution of priority
values in the large StateTable. By sorting the samples
in the descending order of the priority values, the
lower bound of the priority value of the top q records
can be approximated to be the ( q·s
N )th record’s priority
value in the sorted samples set. Intuitively, the more
samples the more accuracy of this approximation is
obtained but the more time is consumed. In Section 6.3
of the supplementary ﬁle, we show the effectiveness
of the sampling approach. Through this approximation, PrIter takes O(N ) time on extracting the top
priority nodes instead of O(N log N ) time.
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Algorithm 1: Priority queue extraction
input : StateTable table, StateTable size N, queue
size q, samples set size s
output: priority queue queue
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

samples ← randomly select s records from table;
sort samples in priority-descending order;
cutindex ← q·s
N ;
thresh ← samples [cutindex].priority;
i ← 0;
foreach record r in table do
if r.priority ≥ thresh then
queue [i] ← r.nodeid, r.iState;
i ← i + 1;
end
end

3.4

Online Top-k Query Support

Since each PrIter MRPair operates on a subset of
nodes, after a number of map-reduce subpasses, it
only has the knowledge of partial result, i.e., cState
values in StateTable. These partial results can be written to DFS for users to access. However, for some
applications users might prefer to query the top-k
records on-line.
The local top results in each MRPair can be extracted in parallel. A DecideTopK function is applied
on each node’s cState, which indicates a node’s ﬁnal
cumulative state, to retrieve its top-k priority value
(Note that the priority information based on cState
helps the top-k results extraction, while the priority
information based on iState helps prioritized iteration). The higher the top-k priority value is, the more
likely it is in the top-k list. PrIter adopts the same
sampling technique for generating priority queue to
derive the local top-k nodes with higher top-k priority.
These extracted local top results (node, cState pairs)
from the running MRPairs are sent to a merge worker
periodically, where they are merged into a global topk result. Then, the global top-k result is written to DFS
by the merge worker, such that users are able to see
the top-k result snapshot periodically.
While the mechanism described above is straightforward, it might not scale. Scaling to a large number
of MRPairs incurs heavy burden on the merge worker.
We have two reﬁnements on the naive mechanism.
First, each PrIter MRPair sends less than k tops.
Suppose there are m running MRPairs, on average
k
each MRPair contributes only m
records to the global
top-k records. We let each PrIter MRPair sends 4k
m
top records to approximate the global top-k records.
Second, the PrIter worker merges the local MRPairs’
top records ﬁrst before sending them to the merge
worker. The pre-merge operation alleviates the merge
worker’s workload signiﬁcantly.
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4

F ILE -BASED P R I TER

PrIter relies on in-memory StateTable to proceed prioritized iteration. Suppose the number of workers is
ﬁxed, if the input graph becomes huge, the StateTable
with billions of records cannot be loaded into memory.
In this section, we extend PrIter to store data in ﬁles
so as to scale to much larger data sets.
4.1

Data in Sorted Files

The key problem of ﬁle-based system is the lack
of fast random access support, such that it is not
practical to update a speciﬁed StateTable entry in the
UpdateState function. However, we are inspired by
the idea of MapReduce to solve this problem, where
MapReduce realizes grouping keys by pre-sorting. In
the map output ﬁles, the key, value pairs are sorted
in the natural order of keys. In the reduce phase, by
sequential access to multiple ﬁles in a single pass, the
key, value pairs from various map output ﬁles are
grouped by key for the reduce operation.
The ﬁle-based PrIter stores every key/node’s information (line by line) in local ﬁles and in the order
of their keys/nodeids. In each MRPair, iState and
cState are stored in separated ﬁles, i.e., iState ﬁle and
cState ﬁle. The static data, e.g. the linklist of each
node, are also stored in a local ﬁle in the order of
their keys (i.e., static data ﬁle). Since the computation
for deciding each key’s priority is lightweight, we
will compute the priority value when needed, so the
priority values are not stored in ﬁle to avoid the
relatively more expensive disk I/Os. As these ﬁles
are sorted in the same order of keys, when querying
every node’s information, we can sequentially parse
these separated ﬁles (line by line) in the same pace.
4.2

Two-Phase Update

As presented in Section 3.2, PrIter starts to update
the in-memory StateTable immediately upon receiving
a map output ﬁle, and it extracts a priority queue
after receiving all map output ﬁles. However, in the
ﬁle-based PrIter, we start to perform update after
receiving all map output ﬁles. Basically, given the
map output ﬁles and the initial iState/cState/static
data ﬁles, the ﬁle-based PrIter performs update and
extracts priority queue by two phases of parsing these
ﬁles. As shown in Figure 4, the ﬁrst phase aggregates
the map output ﬁles and the iState ﬁle to produce an
intermediate iState ﬁle, and the second phase reads the
intermediate iState ﬁle, cState ﬁle and static data ﬁle
to produce the updated iState and cState ﬁles and the
priority queue ﬁle.
In the ﬁrst phase, we leverage Hadoop’s merging
mechanism, which groups the key-value pairs with
the same key by parsing the sorted map output ﬁles.
We add the sorted iState ﬁle in this merge phase.
We move the line cursors (top-down) in these map
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based PrIter requires additional local disk I/Os for
updating state and generating priority queue. However, it can scale to much larger data sets. In Section
5, we will show that the ﬁle-based PrIter can give
competitive performance.
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Fig. 4. The data ﬂow in the ﬁle-based PrIter.
output ﬁles and in the iState ﬁle to match the tuples
that have the same key. The values in the matched
tuples are aggregated, and the aggregated result is the
new iState, which is written to the intermediate iState
ﬁle. Along with the aggregation, we also perform the
sampling process (Section 3.3) to retrieve a priority
threshold for priority queue extraction in the second
phase.
In the second phase, by parsing the iState values
in the intermediate iState ﬁle, we decide each key’s
priority value. With the already retrieved priority
threshold in the ﬁrst phase, the keys with priority
values higher than the threshold will be extracted. As
a high-priority key is selected, the key along with its
iState and its static data are written to the priority
queue ﬁle. Note that, since the map operation will
use the static data (Section 3.1), we also retrieve the
static data from the static data ﬁle. In the meantime,
the selected key’s cState is updated, and its iState
is reset to the default value. Accordingly, we need
to read the old cState ﬁle and output the updated
cState/iState. If a key is not selected, its cState and
iState are unchanged to be written to the new cState
and iState ﬁles respectively.
After these ﬁles have been parsed, we generate a
priority queue ﬁle, in which each line contains the
high-priority key, iState, and static data information. It
then notiﬁes the local map task to process the priority
queue ﬁle to start the next iteration. Based on the
iState and the static data, the map produces output
ﬁles and shufﬂes them to reduce tasks to continue the
iterative process.
Comparing with the memory-based PrIter, the ﬁle-

5

E VALUATION

We implement a prototype of PrIter based on Hadoop
[10]. Any Hadoop program can be implemented with
PrIter. We also have made our implementation available at [18]. In this section, we evaluate our prototype implementation of PrIter. Note that, besides the
results shown in this section, we also include more
additional results on the top record emergence time,
the effectiveness of sampling queue extraction, and
the impact of priority queue size in Section 6 of the
supplementary ﬁle.
5.1

Environment Setup

The experiments are performed on Amazon EC2
Cloud [14] and on a cluster of local machines. The
experiment on EC2 involves 100 medium instances,
each with 1.7GB memory and 5 EC2 compute units.
The local cluster consisting of 4 commodity machines
is used to run small-scale experiments. Each machine
has Intel E8200 dual-core 2.66GHz CPU, 3GB of RAM,
and 160GB storage. These 4 machines are connected
through a switch with bandwidth of 1Gbps. The
experiment data sets, including a number of real data
sets and synthetic data sets, are described in Section
6.1 of the supplementary ﬁle.
5.2

Overall Performance

To evaluate the performance of PrIter in a large scale
environment, we deploy PrIter on Amazon EC2 cloud
involving 100 medium instances. We run PageRank on a very large synthetic webgraph (containing
100,000,000 nodes) with memory-based PrIter, ﬁlebased PrIter, memory-based iMapReduce, ﬁle-based
iMapReduce, Piccolo, Spark and Hadoop. iMapReduce [16], an extended version of Hadoop, supports iterative processing by launching persistent tasks
and maintaining the intermediate iteration state in
local ﬁles (ﬁle-based iMapReduce) or in local memory
(memory-based iMapReduce), and it improves the
performance mainly by eliminating the shufﬂing of
the static data. Piccolo [17], which is implemented
with C++, allows to operate a global table stored in
distributed machines, with each machine holding a
part of the table in local memory. Users can implement
iterative algorithms by accessing in-memory distributed tables. In addition, Piccolo uses MPI to communicate between distributed workers to improve performance. Spark [19], [20] is another state-of-the-art
cloud based framework that supports large-scale iterative computations. Spark utilizes resilient distributed dataset (RDD), which is a read-only collection of
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Fig. 5. The convergence time of PageRank (100M
node synthetic graph) on Amazon EC2.

Fig. 6. The running time of PageRank on local cluster
for synthetic graphs with different graph sizes.

objects maintained in memory across iterations. RRD
makes three replicas for each piece of data to support
fault tolerance but sacriﬁces performance.
Figure 5 shows the convergence time of PageRank,
by using Hadoop, ﬁle-based iMapReduce, ﬁle-based
PrIter, Spark, memory-based iMapReduce, Piccolo,
and memory-based PrIter. We take the convergence
time of Hadoop as a baseline, which takes 100% time
to convergence. The ﬁle-based iMapReduce reduces
the convergence time by about 42%, which is achieved
mainly by the avoidance of static data shufﬂing. The
ﬁle-based PrIter reduces the Hadoop convergence
time to 25% by prioritized computation. These three
frameworks store intermediate data in ﬁles, which
can scale to much larger data sets. Since disk access
is much slower than memory access, the ﬁle-based
iMapReduce and the ﬁle-based PrIter are expected to
be slower than their in-memory versions. However,
we can see that the ﬁle-based PrIter only takes around
2 times longer time than the memory-based PrIter,
but it allows to scale to much larger data sets. Spark,
famous as a fault tolerant memory-based cloud system, sacriﬁces performance for data redundancy. As
depicted in the ﬁgure, Spark only reduces Hadoop
convergence time by 53% (Spark should perform
better with controlled partitioner [20]). Piccolo also
stores data in memory and leverages MPI for high
performance communication, which reduces Hadoop
convergence time to 14%.
The memory-based PrIter performs the best, which
reduces Hadoop convergence time to only 11%. Since
PrIter incorporates iMapReduce for efﬁcient iterative
processing (see Section 3.1), the performance improvement by the memory-based PrIter results from 1) the
optimizations from the memory-based iMapReduce
and 2) the prioritized computation. As shown in
the ﬁgure, the memory-based iMapReduce reduces
Hadoop running time to 42.2%, which is mainly
achieved by avoiding static data shufﬂing [16] and
eliminating sort phase [16], [17]. Thanks to the prioritized computation, the memory-based PrIter further
reduces the memory-based iMapReduce running time

to almost 1/4 (from 42.2% to 11%).
5.3

Varying Input Size

To illustrate PrIter’s performance with different input
size, we respectively generate synthetic graphs with
100,000 nodes, 1,000,000 nodes, 10,000,000 nodes and
50,000,000 nodes and run PageRank on our local cluster with the ﬁle-based PrIter, memory-based PrIter,
Piccolo, and Hadoop.
We record the convergence time of these frameworks on different-size graphs. For the same size
graph, we consider Hadoop’s running time as 100% of
the running time. As shown in Figure 6, the memorybased PrIter and the ﬁle-based PrIter always converge
faster than Hadoop, which only take 20%-30% of the
Hadoop’s running time. The ﬁle-based PrIter requires
additional local disk I/Os, which impacts the performance. Therefore, the ﬁle-based PrIter performs a
little worse (around 2 times slower) than the memorybased PrIter for 100K-node graph, 1M-node graph,
and 10M-node graph. On the other hand, Piccolo
performs well on small-size graph. But as the graph
size increases, Piccolo is not as good as the memorybased PrIter. In addition, Piccolo and the memorybased PrIter cannot process large graphs due to memory space limitation, while the ﬁle-based PrIter stores
intermediate data in ﬁles, which can scale to much
larger data sets.
5.4

Convergence Speed

PrIter prioritizes the computation by performing update on the dominant data that contribute to the convergence the most. As a result, the iterative algorithms
approach to the convergence point with less node activations, which means less computation workload and
less amount of network communication. Therefore,
the algorithms implemented with prioritization will
converge faster than that without prioritization.
To evaluate the effect of prioritized execution, we
compare the convergence rate by turning on and
off the prioritized execution. Additionally, we also
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Fig. 7. Convergence speed.
compare PrIter with the traditional Hadoop. In order
to illustrate the effect of prioritized iteration in more
general sense, we perform the experiments in the
context of four popular applications using the real
data sets described in Table 1 of the supplementary
ﬁle. We let PrIter generate a result snapshot every few
seconds, and calculate its distance to the ﬁnal result,
which has been pre-computed ofﬂine. For the Hadoop
implementations, we record the snapshot after completing each job and measure the distance to the
convergence point. The distance in SSSP/ConnComp
is deﬁned as the number of nodes that have not yet
ﬁnalized their shortest distances/component ids. In
PageRank/Adsorption, we use L1-Norm distance between the current PageRank/label distribution vector
and the ﬁnal converged vector.
We perform the convergence speed experiment on
our local cluster. The experiment results are shown in
Figure 7. We can see that the PrIter implementations
with prioritized execution converge faster than that
without prioritized execution. Overall, the prioritized
execution of PrIter speeds up the convergence by a
factor of 2 to 8. Further, the convergence speed of the
PrIter implementations is much faster than that of the
Hadoop implementations, where a more signiﬁcant
speedup ranging from 5x-50x is achieved.

6

R ELATED W ORK

With the increasing popularity of MapReduce [7], [21]
and its open source implementation Hadoop [10],
a series of distributed computing frameworks
have been proposed these years, such as
Dryad/DryadLINQ [8], [9], Hive [12], MapReduce
Online [22], and Pig [11]. These efforts directly
promote the development of cloud computing.
However, these proposed frameworks unanimously
embraced a batch processing model, which limits their
potential to efﬁciently implement iterative algorithms.
To address this problem, there are a number of efforts
targeted on providing efﬁcient frameworks for the
distributed implementations of iterative algorithms.
These include Twister [23], HaLoop [24], iMapReduce
[16], Piccolo [17], Spark [19], [20], CIEL [25], and so
on.

Among these works, Pregel [13] provides an expressive model for programming graph-based algorithms.
It uses a pure message passing model to process
graphs, and the iterative algorithms in Pregel are
expressed as a sequence of supersteps. Basically, a
node performs message passing and votes to halt after
ﬁnishing its computation in a superstep. The idea
of prioritized execution can be integrated into Pregel
as well. GraphLab [26] improves upon MapReduce
abstraction by compactly expressing asynchronous
iterative algorithms with sparse computational dependencies. The GraphLab data model relies on shared
memory to maintain vertex state and edge state. Most
recently, the authors extend the GraphLab framework
to the substantially more challenging distributed setting while preserving strong data consistency guarantees [27]. However, the asynchronous programming
model in GraphLab requires data consistency models
to prevent data-races, and the asynchronous model
can also lead to non-deterministic behavior, which
depends largely on the asynchronous update order.
PrIter proposes rearranging the update order considering node state instead of blindly processing nodes
in a synchronous manner, which can be adopted by
GraphLab to support efﬁcient asynchronous update.
Besides these recently proposed large scale distributed frameworks, Jack Dongarra et. al. has contributed a number of open source software packages
for parallel sparse matrix vector iterative computation, including BLAS [28] and LAPACK [29]. PrIter’s
idea of selective update in each iteration differs from
the traditional synchronous iteration in these previous
works and can be an optimization to be applied in
these softwares. In addition, many early stage studies
laid the foundation of asynchronous iteration and
have proved its effectiveness and convergence [30],
[31], [32]. Our work provides a new selective update
iteration scheme, which explores the priority property
to accelerate distributed iterative computation.
PrIter accelerates the convergence of iterative algorithms by the prioritized execution of iterative updates. A priority value is assigned to each data point
(represented by a key), and only the high priority data
points are executed in each iteration. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work that supports
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the prioritized execution for iterative computations.

7

C ONCLUSIONS

Parsing massive data sets iteratively is a timeconsuming process. In this paper, we argue that
the prioritized execution of iterative computations
accelerates iterative algorithms. Prioritized iteration
enables selecting a subset of data that ensure fast
convergence to perform updates, rather than performing updates on all data. We formally prove that the
prioritized iteration converges to the correct results.
With prioritized iteration, the iterative process proceeds more effectively. To support prioritized iteration
in a distributed environment or in a cloud, we propose
PrIter. For better scalability, we also propose ﬁle-based
PrIter that stores all data in ﬁles. Experiments are
performed in the context of various applications to
evaluate PrIter. The experimental results show that
PrIter signiﬁcantly improves performance over that
achieved by Hadoop.
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